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TRIZ
I started to develop new ideas in 2004 my first TRIZ experience came in an innovation manager training.
The understanding was clear to me and it is fun. TRIZ allows to begin with small steps, for me that was 40
principles. This is good to handle. Thru carrying on the work on the congelo project TRIZ was used in every
stage, also for the IP protection strategy. So it was possible to me to carry out a Project which was much bigger
than my economic resources were at the beginning.
By the time I could use TRIZ for various ideas and new concepts, from small gimmicks to Person rescue system
and some more. So I could enter complete new areas, and without being an expert I could find solutions.
I also use TRIZ to prove ideas for myself.

Generally
TRIZ is very good and real FUN. Problem solving and
creating of new ideas is fun.
TRIZ gives structure especially in cases where no
structure exists on first glance.
Sometimes it is hard to explain a solution to others but
with TRIZ it is easier, winning people is important.
According to the gold digger analogy from Darrell Mann,
“I see myself as gold finder and searcher. Not as mining
company”
The motivation is to find new solutions in diverse fields.
Solve problems and go on to the next project, independent
of industry or profession.
Beside TRIZ I like to use consciousness. For example
“food creates landscapes” and the +/- effects are effects of
the “actions performed in kitchens, tables and plates”
My background is atypical, it is the kitchen and cooking.
In this profession you see 1000´s of animals like birds and
fishes, also other goods of nature.
Following the sentence “all solutions already exist in
nature” gives a general scope. And allows us to search and
find a specific scope.
My life with TRIZ
I was turned upside down since I use TRIZ, most of my
old life structure. Is gone now, the change is radical,
profession, location, language, people, goals and values.
It could not be more radical.
On this way from old to new, I often did not know what
the next month will bring. To me this is “typical” for
innovation. You come to “places” where no one was
before. You can meet very good new people in this “new
undeveloped outback”.
The work you find in my presentation is the result of a
“one man show”.

With zero experience before
The will to Invent and innovate
The feedback of people
Is my energy source for this new TRIZ life

Statement
Every user does develop his/her individual way.
Discussions if something is 100% or 50% TRIZ is
secondary to me.
I believe that Altshuller gave the “advice” to create new
and innovative ways.
With TRIZ as fundament or frame people can overcome
many contradictions. So I do recommend TRIZ to many
people I meet.
But only few understand or like TRIZ. It is not every
one’s business to innovate, invent or improve.
TRIZ is very universal, like creation itself. You find
connections to almost everything.
You get entrance to the solutions.
The door to solutions opens.
You think in solutions.
So solutions come!
This is TRIZ.
I apologize for this very individual statement. My
education comes much more from the spiritual (11 years)
than from the school education side (9years).
School to me was not interesting. You learn many things
you never need. A standard answer is not enough for
learning with motivation.
With TRIZ you are able to dig deep in the things of
individual & social priority without being a specialist.
You can learn when you need to learn, a very important
point. “You can grow when you need to grow”

